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CONTENTS
DALLAS TOTAL HOME & GIFT MARKET
Winter Market: January 10th - 16th 2024
Summer Market: June 19th - 25th 2024
Stand: WTC – Suite 8400

ATLANTA INTERNATIONAL GIFT & HOME 
FURNISHINGS MARKET
Winter Market: January 16th - 22nd 2024
Summer Market: July 16th - 22nd 2024
Stand:  Americasmart Atlanta, Building 2 – Suite 1634

SEATTLE MART GIFT SHOW
Winter Market: January 22nd-26th 2024
Summer Market: July 22nd- 26th 2024
Stand:  Seattle Mart – Suite 204

LAS VEGAS MARKET
Winter Market: January 28th - February 1st 2024
Summer Market: July 28th – Aug 1st 2024
Stand:  World Market Center Bldg C – Suite 1090

NETS (NORTH EAST TOY SHOW)
SPRINGFIELD, MA
February 11th - 13th 2024
Stand: 617

ASTRA - ST. LOUIS, MO
June 2nd - 5th 2024
Stand: 3108

TRADESHOWS

ORDER TERMS

Minimum Order $300

Orders over $600 receive free freight allowance 
Backorders of less than $100 will be canceled
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2-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+   |   15 MINS   

3-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+   |   15 MINS   

GAMES
PPG11539
PACK : 6

QUEEN OF FARTS
The flatulent card game of sneaking 
out farts! Place a fart card without 
other players catching wind. But if 
someone suspects a smell and it turns 
out to be you, it’ll cause a real stink!

PPG8132
PACK : 6

MAY CONTAIN BUTTS
The butt-tastic card-matching 
game! Race to react when you spot 
a front and butt match! Simply grab 
the most cards to claim victory.
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PPG7905
PACK : 6

3-10 PLAYERS   |   AGES 10+   |   30 MINS   

LIKE HERDING CATS
Don your cat mask blindfolds and 
get ready to act like no-one’s 
watching in this cat-astrophic 
game of mime! Work together to 
win cards by guessing what the 
cats are acting.

TOO MUCH INFO

PPG9609
PACK : 6

A party game about saying just 
enough! Choose your words wisely 
and win more points the more 
players that guess correctly.  
But if everyone gets it right, you 
get no points and you have to 
wear The Hat!  

4-16 PLAYERS   |   AGES 10+   |   25 MINS   

Check out the
how to play!

Check out the
how to play!

BURGER BALANCE

FD5243
PACK : 6

Roll the die and stack ‘em high!
As the stack gets taller, one 
wrong move can turn your double 
cheeseburger with extra pickles
into a plain old burger bun!

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+  |   15 MINS   

NACHO STACK!

PPG7906
PACK : 6

Balance the nachos and jalapeños 
on the bowl, then try to remove 
each one without them falling and 
smashing in this spicy stacking game!

2-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+   |   20 MINS   
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3-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+   |   15 MINS   

YOU’RE MY LOBSTER!
Put your friendships to the test and 
find out who really knows who in this 
hilarious game of questions. Will you 
find your lobster?

2-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |  20 MINS   

MORAL CONFLICT

PPG7296
PACK : 6

Find out who’s the goody-two-shoes
and whose antics are deserving of a
time-out in this hilarious family-friendly 
game of “most likely to”!

PPG7904
PACK : 6

2-5 PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |   30 MINS   

PPG7920
PACK : 6

2-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 10+   |   15 MINS   

ALL YOU CAN EAT
It’s a race to stuff your face as you 
score points by completing combos 
and avoiding clumsy waiters in this 
tasty card-collecting game!

PPG7907
PACK : 6

TURN A PHRASE
Place tiles and shout out 
connections in this quick-fire 
game of words and phrases! With 
thousands of possibilities, can you 
be the first to play all your tiles?

Check out the
how to play!
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LG5274
PACK : 6

CELEBS

PPG9608
PACK : 6

The game of fame, deals, and scandal! Fill 
your hand with A-listers to win the hottest 
deals and try to stay out of the headlines - 
not all press is good press! 

3-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 10+   |   20 MINS   

STUFF THAT!

PPG6912
PACK : 6

Play as many cards as you can link to 
a category – but watch out – bid the 
highest and you’ll have to convince 
everyone you’re right! 

3-8 PLAYERS   |   AGES 10+   |   30 MINS   

Check out the
how to play!

WRITTEN IN THE CARDS

PPG7902
PACK : 6

Roll the dice and let fate decide 
your fortune in this game of 
ridiculous readings! Pose your 
question to the group and pick 
your favorite prophecy!

3-8 PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |  30 MINS   

Check out the
how to play!

Check out the
how to play!

Leave your moral compass at the door 
and find out what your friends think of 
you in this outrageous game that’ll get 
you naming and shaming!

3- 6 PL AYERS   |   AGES 16+

TRASH TALK
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EIN11751
PACK : 3

2-10 PLAYERS   |   AGES 13+   |   30 MINS   

Check out the
how to play!

EINSTEIN: THE GAME
Think and act fast as you race to win puzzle 
challenges in this lively team game! Face off in 12 
different puzzle categories and ring the bell to give 
your answer and place a counter on the board - the 
first team to get four in a row wins!

RAINBOW GO!

PPG7299
PACK : 6

Be the first to get the right answer in the 
fewest clues with this fast-paced trivia 
game. The clues get easier, but the fewer 
you use, the more points you win! 

3-9 PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+   |   20 MINS   

It’s a race against time to see who 
can find their objects in this fast and 
furious scavenger hunt! Players spin the 
spinner, then draw a card to see what 
household item they must find. 

2+ PL AYERS   |   AGES 6+2-10 PL AYERS   |   AGES 6+ 2- 6 PL AYERS   |   AGES 8+

SCAVENGER HUNTTEAM SCAVENGER HUNT WHO AM I?
From bananas to roller skates and 
Lady Gaga to Captain Jack Sparrow, 
can you guess your new identity in this 
quick-fire guessing game? 

GA3317
PACK : 6

6735
PACK : 6

GA7306
PACK : 6

Explore like never before in this fast-finding 
scavenger hunt game! Team up and go 
head-to-head to hunt down the most 
hidden items, but watch out for decoys 
that might lead you astray!
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Check out the
how to play!

Check out the
how to play!

PPG9610
PACK : 6

2-5 PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |   30 MINS   

OUTER SPACE
Take turns playing cards to create 
an ever-expanding galaxy! 
Strategically place your cards to 
create giant constellations, massive 
nebulas, supermassive black holes, 
and more! 

SUBWAY SQUEEZE

PPG7903
PACK : 6

Mind the gap! Put your strategic
thinking to the test as you carefully
pack your carriage with passengers 
to score points.

2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |   30 MINS   

TRAITOR’S TIDE

PPG9607
PACK : 6

A game of looting and deducing! 
 Become a loyal shipmate or a 
devious traitor in your quest to 
grab the most gold. Will you 
uncover the mutineer or will you 
walk the plank?

3-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 10+   |   20 MINS   
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Check out the
how to play!

MINI GAMES CLUB DISPLAY

MG5278
PACK : 1 (75 IN DISPLAY) 

These 15 different pick-up-and-play 
games include well-known classics 
such as fact or fiction and charades, 
as well as new favorites.

HEXAGONE

PPG6909
PACK : 6

Roll the dice, then try to connect 
the sets and pick up the most 
pieces! Who will claim victory in 
this original strategy game?

1-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+   |   20 MINS   

BOREDOM 
BUSTING 
BOXES

INDOOR BOREDOM 
BUSTING BOX
This box is bursting with enough fun 
and games to keep you entertained 
for days! Jam-packed with over 
250 classic games, puzzles, and 
quizzes for all the family.

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+   

OUTDOOR BOREDOM 
BUSTING BOX
On your marks, get set, GO!  
45 different games to get both the 
young and the young-at-heart up 
and about in the garden, the park or 
on the beach.

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+   

BRD4353
PACK : 3

BRD5196
PACK : 3
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ALL PACKS 
COME IN A 
CDU OF 8

CRAZY APES SNAPPING TURTLES

OLD MERMAID

GO FARM!

PPKG9693
PACK : 8 (IN DISPLAY)

Take turns playing your 
matching cards. There’ll be 
plenty of monkeying around in 
this crazy card game!

PPKG9611
PACK : 8 (IN DISPLAY)

2-5 PLAYERS   |   AGES 4+   |   10 MINS   

PPKG11587
PACK : 8 (IN DISPLAY)

Collect the most cards to win - but 
watch out for the snappy snap 
turtles in this fun twist on Snap.

Make matching pairs of sea creatures to get rid of 
your hand in this exciting twist on Old Maid. Just don’t 
be left with the Old Mermaid at the end of the game! 

PPKG9694
PACK : 8 (IN DISPLAY)

2-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 4+   |   10 MINS   

2-8 PLAYERS   |   AGES 5+   |   10 MINS   

Collect a full set, then make that 
animal’s sound. Whoever rounds 
up the most sets wins in this fun 
twist on Go Fish.

2-5 PLAYERS   |   AGES 4+   |   10 MINS   

ALL COME WITH 
EXTENDABLE

HANG TAG!

KIDS’ 
GAMES

ES7927
PACK : 6

ESCAPE FROM THE AQUARIUM
The school trip to the aquarium takes a 
magical turn when you’re accidentally 
transformed into a fish! Work together 
to solve the 11 different puzzles, as you 
embark on your quest to break the spell and 
escape the aquarium. A thrilling underwater 
adventure designed specially for kids!

1-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 8-12   |   60 MINS   

PPKG9612
PACK : 6

PPKG7297
PACK : 6

LITTLE BUILDERS
Turn little children into little builders. 
Use the cards to create your own 
town and work together to build it!  

2-5 PLAYERS   |   AGES 4+   |   10 MINS   

LITTLE BAKERS

PPKG7908
PACK : 6

A fast and fun game that is the perfect 
introduction to card games, turning 
little children into little bakers!

2-5 PLAYERS   |   AGES 4+   |   10 MINS   

LITTLE ASTRONAUTS
Discover the planets and be the first to 
complete your space mission with this 
perfect introduction to card games!

2-5 PLAYERS   |   AGES 4+   |   10 MINS   
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WOODEN GAMES
WORKSHOP
This range brings together some of the best-known games and pastimes 
from around the world. Beautifully finished in wood, yet offered at 
surprisingly competitive prices. No home should be without these classics.

ALL GAMES 
CAN BE 

DISPLAYED 
PORTRAIT OR 
LANDSCAPE!

PACHISI

WGW0335US
PACK : 6

The players race their four 
tokens from start to finish 
according to the rolls of
their die.

2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 10+   

STACKING TOWER

WGW1546
PACK : 6

Play against friends and family 
to see how high you can build 
the stacking tower before it 
tumbles to the ground!

2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+   

SEA BATTLE

WGW5302
PACK : 6

It’s a race to sink your 
opponent’s battleships in this 
seafaring, two-player game 
of stealth and strategy!

2 PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+   

CHESS

WGW1551
PACK : 6

The ultimate game of strategy and 
tactics, chess is deservedly one of 
the world’s most popular pursuits.

2 PLAYERS   |   AGES 10+   

SIX IN ONE
Make it a Game Night: The 
ultimate 6-in-1 portable classic 
game set is here!

2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 10+   

CHESS, CHECKERS 
& BACKGAMMON
Great for professionals and 
beginners, this set brings families 
and friends closer together!

2 PLAYERS   |   AGES 10+   

WGW5300
PACK : 6

SNAKES & LADDERS

WGW1548
PACK : 6

Aim for the top, but watch out 
for the slippery snakes in this 
fun-filled game. The first player 
to reach square 100 wins!

2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+   

SHUT THE BOX
Perfect for individual play or two-
player, see which tiles you can shut 
based on the numbers on the dice.

1-2 PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+ 

DELUXE CHESS
Take your chess to the next level with this 
modern take on the classic board game 
of strategy and tactics. The minimalist 
design is perfect for an elevated game 
experience or simply as a lifestyle piece.

2 PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+

PPO10276
PACK : 3

WGW1673
PACK : 6
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Beautifully presented in vibrant PU leather, this collection 
of best-loved games is an essential addition to any home 
and makes a stunning display piece.

1-2 PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+ 

20

GAM11692
PACK : 1

CLASSIC GAME COLLECTION
An essential addition to any backgammon lover’s home, this 
expertly crafted game is presented in a sleek PU leather 
case and is sure to be admired as a stylish display piece.

2 PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+ 

BACKGAMMON

GAM11691
PACK : 2



1+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |  60 MINS   

THE CRYPTO KILLER
Can you navigate the dark world of 
jealousy and revenge to uncover the killer 
before it’s too late? Combine cards and 
use the reference table to uncover the 
evidence and make your killer accusation!

CSI11540
PACK : 6

Perfect for all budding detectives, our crime-

solving and murder mystery games are ideal for 

staging your own CSI-style investigation and 

working collaboratively to crack each killer case.

22 CRIME SOLVING  www.professorpuzzle.com

HUSH MONEY

1-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 14+   |   90 MINS   

CRIME

One victim. One wallet. One killer case 
to crack. Play detective in this unique 
crime-solving game!  

MM9782
PACK : 6

SOLVING
Perfect for all budding detectives, our crime-

solving and murder mystery games are ideal for 

staging your own CSI-style investigation and 

working collaboratively to crack each killer case.
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MURDER 
MYSTERY

2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |   90 MINS   

MURDER IN TINSELTOWN
Can you see past the glitz and glamour to 
find the killer and bring them to justice? 
Set in the Golden Age of Hollywood, you’ll 
need to question the suspects and link the 
evidence to form your final conclusion in 
this gripping tabletop game!

CSI11541
PACK : 6

2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |   90 MINS   

MURDER IN TINSELTOWN
Can you see past the glitz and glamour to 
find the killer and bring them to justice? 
Set in the Golden Age of Hollywood, you’ll 
need to question the suspects and link the 
evidence to form your final conclusion in 
this gripping tabletop game!

CSI11541
PACK : 6
PRICE : $6.25
MSRP : $15.00 

LAST CHANCE 
SALOON
It’s last orders in the only 
saloon in town, and there’s 
more to kill than just time! 
Will the richest rancher in 
the west be dead before 
sundown, or will you save 
his skin?

6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 14+   |   90 MINS   

SECRETS OF THE 
SILVER SCREEN

SECRETS OF 
EMERALD HILL

Following the death of 
Hollywood’s leading lady, this 
immersive murder mystery 
will see you and your fellow 
dinner guests become both 
suspects and detectives.

It’s up to you to find the 
killer! Set in the ‘80s, 
when hair was big and 
shoulder pads were 
bigger, Emerald Hill is an 
immersive, unforgettable 
dinner-party game.

8 PLAYERS   |   AGES 14+   |   90 MINS   

8 PLAYERS   |   AGES 14+   |   90 MINS   

MM7930
PACK : 6

MM7298
PACK : 6

MM5279
PACK : 4

2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |   90 MINS   

MURDER IN TINSELTOWN
Can you see past the glitz and glamour to 
find the killer and bring them to justice? 
Set in the Golden Age of Hollywood, you’ll 
need to question the suspects and link the 
evidence to form your final conclusion in 
this gripping tabletop game!

CSI11541
PACK : 6
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1+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |   60+ MINS   

DEAD MAN’S HAND
An illicit poker game, a diamond heist, a 
suspicious death ... can you uncover the 
mystery in the cards and find the killer 
before they jump ship?

MM10274
PACK : 8 (IN DISPLAY)

COMES WITH 
EXTENDABLE

HANG TAG!

26 MURDER MYSTERY  www.professorpuzzle.com

UNCLAIMED
Can you uncover the secrets of the Royal Hotel and race 
to complete the puzzles before time runs out? Explore the 
luxurious hotel, solve the trail of cryptic, interactive puzzles, 
and claim the mysterious prize for yourself!

1-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |   90 MINS   

ES11752
PACK : 6

A  P U Z Z L E  A D V E N T U R E  G A M E
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1-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 14+   |   180 MINS (90 + 90)   

CURSE OF THE DARK
Solve the mystery of a doomed village, its cursed castle, and the evil 
creature lurking inside, in this thrilling collaborative game! Including 
22 interlinked puzzles and innovative gameplay, Curse of the Dark is 
designed to recreate the escape-room experience at home. Playable 
in one or two parts, it’s ideal for novice or experienced players.

ES7929
PACK : 6

E S C A P E  RO O M S

DANGER IN THE DEEP
Navigate your way through the deserted sub, disable the 
warheads, and locate the enemy agent. All in two hours!
There are 14 interactive and interlinked puzzles, and the detailed 
instructions, helpful hints, and easy-to-follow game format 
guarantee novices and experts an immersive experience.
Let the countdown begin!

1-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 14+   |  120 MINS   

ES6817
PACK : 6
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ESCAPE FROM THE 
STARLINE EXPRESS

ESCAPE FROM THE 
GRAND HOTEL
It’s the big re-opening but nothing is quite 
what it seems. With trouble around every 
corner, it’s up to you to solve the puzzles 
and uncover the hotel’s secrets. Will you 
escape before time runs out or will you 
be checking in for the long term?

What secrets will you uncover on board 
this one-way train to mystery? Playing as 
an undercover crime reporter, solve the 
puzzles to find out who stole the diamond 
necklace and catch the thief before the 
train reaches its final stop!

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |  90 MINS   

1-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |  90 MINS   

SECOND EDITION - REDESIGNED PUZZLES & GAMEPLAY

ES4346
PACK : 6

ES11630
PACK : 6

ESCAPE FROM THE MOVIE STUDIO

ESCAPE FROM THE SPACE STATION

ESCAPE FROM THE MUSEUM

ES9699
PACK : 8 (IN DISPLAY)

ES7928
PACK : 8 (IN DISPLAY)

ES6816
PACK : 8 (IN DISPLAY)

Lights, cameras, escape! You’re being chased 
by security on the set of the latest Hollywood 
blockbuster. Can you solve the 12 puzzles to 
get free in this quick-fire adventure game? 

Trapped on a space station, hurtling towards an 
asteroid belt, there’s no time for panicking! Work 
together to solve the 12 puzzles and decode the 
encrypted note to alter your course and escape!

A trip to the museum turns into chaos when you find 
yourself locked in all alone! Will you be able to solve 
the puzzles, decode the alphabet on an ancient 
stone tablet, and find the key to your freedom?

1+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |   45 MINS   

1+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |   45 MINS   

1+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |   45 MINS   

ALL MINI 
ESCAPE ROOMS 
COME WITH A 
HANG TAG!

MINI
ESCAPE ROOMS

MINI ESCAPE ROOMS 
COME IN A CDU OF 8

ESCAPE FROM THE 
AQUARIUM
The school trip to the aquarium 
takes a magical turn when you’re 
accidentally transformed into a 
fish! Work together to solve the 11 
different puzzles, as you embark on 
your quest to break the spell and 
escape the aquarium. A thrilling 
underwater adventure designed 
specially for kids!

1-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 8-12   |   60 MINS   

ES7927
PACK : 6
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Work out where to park the camper vans 
with these wildly addictive brainteasers!

Track down the hidden riches with these 
rewarding brainteasers!

Find where on the tracks the trains belong 
with these bustling brainteasers!

With 40 increasingly difficult challenges in each set, 
use the grid to work out the locations of the trains 
and camper vans, or the pathway to the treasure, 
and mark them on the dry-wipe cards. Simple!

1+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+ 

1+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+ 

1+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+ 

PUZ11584
PACK : 8

PUZ11585
PACK : 8

PUZ11586
PACK : 8

BRAIN TRAIN

LOST TREASURE

HAPPY CAMPER

LOGIC 
PUZZLES

ALL PACKS 
COME IN A 
CDU OF 8

ALL COME WITH EXTENDABLE
HANG TAG!

AROUND THE BLOCK
Lay out the city pieces so that the taxi 
can pick up passengers and reach its 
destination. Including 40 puzzles to play solo 
or cooperatively - will you be top of the taxi 
rank or will it drive you round the bend?

1+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+

PUZ10273
PACK : 6

PUZZLES
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M AT C H B O X

PUZZLING OBSCURITIES

MATCHBOX DISPLAY
Containing 15 different mini 
metal and wooden puzzles, 
this display has a tricky little 
brainteaser to suit everyone!
MB1259
PACK : 1 (75 IN DISPLAY)

MB3216
PACK : 6

Each of the ten matchboxes inside 
features a different brainteaser to 
solve. Once you’ve mastered them, 
continue to baffle your brain with 
the 50 matchstick challenges.

COLOUR BLOCK 
PUZZLE DISPLAY

PUZZLE PLANET 
DISPLAY

Brighten up your brain training with these 
collectible wooden puzzles. Can you separate 
and rebuild them?

In space no one can hear you scream … in 
frustration! These intergalactic characters 
will test your space-ial awareness in new and 
challenging ways!

CB1464
PACK : 1 (24 IN DISPLAY)

PP1610
PACK : 1 (24 IN DISPLAY)
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The Great Pyramid was the 
oldest of the Seven Wonders of 
the Ancient World. Can you take 
it apart and rebuild it?Viking longships were highly 

valuable weapons of their time 
and were decorated to ward off 
enemies and evil spirits. Can you 
take apart and then rebuild one of 
history’s most powerful weapons?

Credited as one of the 
earliest known forms of written 
communication, can you slide 
the seven tiles into the base so 
that the hieroglyphs on touching 
sides always match?

First appearing in the 19th 
century, this intricate box 
contains a hidden gift. Can you 
discover the secret method to 
open (then close!) it?

Comprising seven different integer 
values, Roman numerals were used 
throughout Europe until the Middle 
Ages. Can you place the numeral 
pegs in the right order to make 
every row add up to 26?

Originating in the 3rd and 4th 
centuries AD, the Celtic Knot is one 
of the most recognized symbols 
in history. Can you take apart the 
puzzle then rebuild the knot?

A collection of puzzles inspired by ancient civilizations. Delve into the rich history of some 
of the world’s most symbolic landmarks and prominent designs, as you challenge yourself 

to find the solutions to these wooden and metal brainteasers. Each puzzle is inspired by a 
different moment of history and has a unique story to tell. 

LOS11547
PACK : 6

LOS11548
PACK : 6

LOS11551
PACK : 6

LOS11544
PACK : 6

LOS11546
PACK : 6

LOS11545
PACK : 6

VIKING LONG BOAT 
PUZZLE

GREAT PYRAMID
OF GIZA PUZZLE

CELTIC KNOT PUZZLE
JAPANESE
PUZZLE BOX

ROMAN NUMERAL 
PUZZLE

EGYPTIAN 
HIEROGLYPH PUZZLE

From the Colosseum to Machu 
Picchu, these metal and wooden 
puzzles inspired by the Seven 
Wonders of the Modern World 
are challenging to take apart 
and rebuild.

Inspired by some of the most
iconic structures and notable 
civilizations in history, these
puzzles have been designed to 
reflect ancient architecture and 
celebrate historic inventions. 

Add these wooden puzzles to your 
brainteaser collection. Inspired 
by some of history’s most iconic 
architecture and designs, collect 
them all and see how many you 
can solve!

LOS11549
PACK : 6

LOS11550
PACK : 6

LOS11543
PACK : 1 (18 IN DISPLAY)

ANCIENT 
CIVILIZATIONS
5-PUZZLE SET

SEVEN WONDERS 
OF THE WORLD 
PUZZLES SET

ANCIENT 
CIVILIZATIONS 
WOOD PUZZLES
IN MIXED CDU 
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HOUSE RIDDLE 

LETTER BLOCK 
PUZZLE 

Follow the 15 clues to work out 
which house each of the people, 
pets, drinks, and instruments live 
in. Discover who owns the fish.

Think outside the box and try 
to conquer the 12 increasingly 
challenging puzzles by 
placing each wooden block to 
form new shapes. 

EIN11743
PACK : 8

EIN11744
PACK : 12

EIN11745
PACK : 12

EIN2917
PACK : 6

ATOM PUZZLE
Can you split the atom puzzle, and take apart the 
nucleus puzzle within, before rebuilding the nucleus 
sphere and reconstructing the atom around it?

EIN5227
PACK : 1 (16 IN DISPLAY) 

EIN2908
PACK : 6

EINSTEIN METAL & WOODEN 
PUZZLES DISPLAY
Can you master this collection of wooden and 
metal puzzles, each one as enigmatic and 
complex as the great man himself?

LOCK PUZZLE
Albert Einstein’s brain was the key to 
unlocking some of the world’s greatest 
mysteries. Put your own brainpower to the 
test as you attempt to open the lock.

E=mc2 METAL PUZZLES
Formed of the symbols of Einstein’s 
ground-breaking equation, see if you can 
separate the two pieces of each metal 
puzzle and then reattach them.

EIN2324
PACK : 6

Widely regarded as having one of the most 
extraordinary minds ever, Einstein had a unique 
perspective that has helped shape the world 
we live in today. From relatively tricky riddles to 
positively puzzling brainteasers, it’s time to find 
out if you can rival the genius himself!

EINSTEIN

POCKET PUZZLES
From number challenges to logic 
puzzles to head-scratching 
riddles, this perplexing set of 50 
brainteasers is perfect for keeping 
your mind sharp on the go!
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THE CASE OF THE SECRET SOCIETY
To infiltrate the Society of Shadows and put them behind bars, 
Holmes must retrieve a special membership token hidden 
inside an intricate sliding map.
SH5281
PACK : 6

Ranging from the elementary 
to the decidedly devious, these 
beautifully crafted Sherlock 
Holmes puzzles are designed not 
just to exercise your powers of 
deduction, but also as stylish gifts 
to display in your home.

SHERLOCK
HOLMES

THE CASE OF MORIARTY’S LAIR
Can you guide Holmes and Watson through the winding 
streets of London to Moriarty’s secret hideout?
SH8424
PACK : 6

THE CASE OF SHERLOCK’S LOCK
Could your brains be the key to solving this puzzle? 
Help Holmes save Watson by using the key to move the 
blocks in the right sequence to release the lock and 
outsmart Moriarty’s devious plan.
SH11537
PACK : 6

GREAT 
MINDS
… inspire great things!
Celebrating the brightest and best minds from 
history, this collection of wooden and metal 
puzzles makes for a real test of brainpower. 
Absorbing, inspirational, and challenging, it’s 
easy to see why these puzzles feature on our 
best sellers list year after year.

METAL & WOODEN PUZZLES DISPLAY
A display pack of 24 metal and wooden Great Minds puzzles.
Filled with six different puzzles, this display combines some of
the best brainteasers from our collection.
GM1335
PACK : 1 (24 IN DISPLAY)

GREAT MINDS SET OF 5
Just one piece from the Great Minds puzzle range. Will you be 
able to master this set of metal and wooden brainteasers?

ARISTOTLE’S NUMBER PUZZLE
Can you make every row add up to 38? This brilliant concept 
allows you to complete the puzzle by using every number.

GM1124
PACK : 6

GM1095
PACK : 6
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MOVIE LOCATIONS
It’s lights, camera, action with this must-have 
for movie buffs! See if you can identify the 50 
classic movies. With detailed illustrations and 
clues to help if you get stuck, how many will 
you be able to guess?

JIGSAW 
PUZZLES

JIG9697
PACK : 6

1,000 PIECES

AROUND THE WORLD 
IN 80 DRINKS SIMPLE JOYS
Whether you love a cup of chai, a mango 
lassi, an amarula, or a piña colada, pour 
your drink of choice and relax as you 
piece together this puzzle.

Whether you love meditating or movie 
marathons, stargazing or swimming, 
enjoy piecing together this puzzle 
while you unwind your mind.

1,000 PIECES

JIG7911
PACK : 6

JIG7910
PACK : 6

500 PIECES

FOOD TRUCKSCAT CAFÉ AND DOG PARK
See what’s on the menu as you piece 
together your very own food festival. 
From hot dog stands to pizza vans, this 
puzzle is bound to whet your appetite!

Cats or dogs? There’s no need to 
choose with this double-sided jigsaw 
puzzle featuring both our favorite 
furry friends!

Take your pick of our vibrant jigsaws - from mini collectible puzzles to 1,000-piece 
challenges. Discover food and drink from around the world, cuddle up with your furry 
friends, or explore the settings of your favorite movies! Bursting with beautiful colors, 

unique illustrations and hidden details, this range is perfect to unwind with.

COMPLETE THE JIGSAW THEN 
SEE IF YOU CAN SOLVE THE 

ACTIVITIES!

JIG7912
PACK : 6

JIG7913
PACK : 6
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ACTUAL 
PIECE SIZE

96 PIECES - BIGGER BOX, BIGGER PIECES, GREAT FOR KIDS!

LITTLE RED 
RIDING HOOD

JACK AND THE 
BEANSTALK

THE 
NUTCRACKER

JL7916
PACK : 6

JL7915
PACK : 6

JL7914
PACK : 6

JIGSAW 
LIBRARY

252 PIECES

TREASURE 
ISLAND

THE GREAT 
GATSBY

PRIDE AND 
PREJUDICE

A CHRISTMAS 
CAROL

THE WONDERFUL 
WIZARD OF OZ

ROMEO AND 
JULIET

THE HOUND OF THE 
BASKERVILLES

JL6914
PACK : 6

JL6913
PACK : 6

JL5210
PACK : 6

JL5215
PACK : 6

JL5213
PACK : 6

JL5214
PACK : 6

JL6915
PACK : 6

LITTLE WOMEN

JANE EYRE

JL9714
PACK : 6

JL9339
PACK : 6
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ACTUAL 
PIECE SIZE

MINI MASTERPIECES
DISPLAY
Curate your very own art gallery with 
these 50-piece jigsaw puzzles! There 
are ten different famous masterpieces 
to collect, from Van Gogh to Kandinsky.
JIG9698
PACK : 1 (60 IN DISPLAY)

PPO7303
PACK : 6

THE BIG COASTER 
SHOWDOWN
Grab a beer and get ready to battle 
with this set of 30 coaster challenges! 
Including memory games, jokes, trivia, 
truth or dare, impossible decisions, and 
much more!

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 18+  

OPTICAL 
ILLUSIONS
Get your sights in a spin with this 
crazy collection of 50 optical 
illusions, full of extraordinary images 
and patterns that are guaranteed to 
make you think twice!

PPO7301
PACK : 8 (IN DISPLAY)

COMES IN A 
CDU OF 8

PLAYING CARDS
Presented in a stylish wooden box, 
this beautiful set contains two packs 
of cards and the instructions for ten 
classic card games.

PPO8083
PACK : 6
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TRIVIA

VIDEO GAME TRIVIA

MUSIC TRIVIA

TRAVEL TRIVIATHE BIG MOVIE QUIZ

QZ4348
PACK : 6

QZ5935
PACK : 6

QZ7919
PACK : 6

QZ3875
PACK : 6

Put down that controller and 
prove you’re no newbie with this 
brilliant set of 300 questions on 
all things gaming. 

See if you can hit the high notes of 
success with these 300 questions on 
timeless tunes, music legends, and 
chart-toppers.

Put your big screen knowledge to 
the test with these 300 questions 
on Oscar winners, action movies, 
and comedy classics.

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+  

Are you an encyclopedia of knowledge, useless 
or otherwise? It’s time to find out with our 
collections of testing trivia!

Pack your bags to explore the 
globe in 300 questions! Including 
trivia sets on city breaks, road 
and rail, and around the world.

MINI 
TRIVIA

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 8-12+   

HANG TAGS 
INCLUDED

ALL PACKS 
COME IN A CDU 

OF 12

POCKET PUB QUIZMUSIC TRIVIA PET TRIVIA

MOVIE TRIVIA

QZ5827
PACK : 12 (IN DISPLAY)

QZ5828
PACK : 12 (IN DISPLAY)

QZ5826
PACK : 12 (IN DISPLAY)

QZ5829
PACK : 12 (IN DISPLAY)

It’s time for a battle of the brains 
with this ultimate test of trivia.

Find out if you’re a one-hit 
wonder or a musical maestro 
with this set of 100 questions.

100 questions about our beloved 
pets. Who will be the cat that 
got the cream? 

Show off your knowledge on 
actors, directors, and movies 
throughout the eras.

SPORTS TRIVIA
Huddle up sports fans and go 
head-to-head to see who’s 
champion of the world.
QZ5831
PACK : 12 (IN DISPLAY)

SPORTS TRIVIA

QZ5852
PACK : 6

This awesome collection of 300 
questions is guaranteed to have 
avid sports fans competing to 
be first past the post! 

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+  

THE BIG PUB QUIZ
From history and sports to movies and 
picture rounds, see who will be the trivia 
champion with this ultimate set of 1,000 
questions across 10 categories.

3+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 14+ 

QZ7188
PACK : 4
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JOKES
Give your family and friends a good few 
belly laughs as you try out our joke sets. 
Bursting with all the material any budding 
comedian needs, all you have to do is 
perfect your delivery!

HANG TAGS 
INCLUDED

ALL PACKS 
COME IN A CDU 

OF 12

JOK7390
PACK : 12 (IN DISPLAY)

JOK7389
PACK : 12 (IN DISPLAY)

JOK7391
PACK : 12 (IN DISPLAY)

CAT JOKES

SPOOKY JOKES

DOG JOKES

DAD JOKES

100 hilarious jokes about 
your funny feline friends.

100 frightfully funny jokes to 
make you cackle and groan.

100 ridiculously ruff jokes 
about man’s best friend.

100 great gags for the
family comedian.
JOK7304
PACK : 12 (IN DISPLAY)

365 DAILY 
DISTRACTIONS
Take a moment away from the stresses 
of everyday life with this collection 
of 365 tips, tricks, and challenges. A 
chance to let your mind wander every 
day of the year.

PPO8084
PACK : 6

PUZZLE A DAY
Daily challenge cards filled with 
brainteasers, puzzles, and riddles 
guaranteed to get your brain in gear 
quicker than your morning cup of coffee!

BT3876
PACK : 6
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THE WHITE RABBIT’S 
SCAVENGER HUNT

THE QUEEN’S GUARDS 
GIANT PLAYING CARDS

THE QUEEN’S GUARDS 
PLAYING CARDS

THE MAD HATTER’S 
TEA PARTY GAMES

Team up, then race to find the hidden 
metal keys in this topsy-turvy scavenger 
hunt! Includes 40 cryptic rhyming clues.

Enjoy supersized versions of 16 
classic card games with this 
giant set.

Standard size playing cards that 
are perfect for all your whimsical 
wonderland card games!

The delightfully whimsical 6-in-1 game 
set, perfect for a wonderland adventure! 
Bursting with beautifully illustrated classic 
games, all with a quirky storybook twist.

Tumble down the rabbit hole and enter a world where anything is possible, and nothing is 
as it seems! Inspired by Lewis Carroll’s world of literary nonsense, where croquet games 
are played with flamingos, tea parties are never-ending, and a raven is very much like a 
writing desk, Wonderland Games has everything you need to bring this topsy-turvy, wacky-
wonderful storybook to life. 

WONDERLAND 
GAMES

3+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+   1+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+   1+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+   

1+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 7+   

AIW5194
PACK : 6

AIW5351
PACK : 6

AIW10275
PACK : 10 (IN DISPLAY)

AIW9524
PACK : 6

DOWN THE 
RABBIT HOLE
Send the beanbags tumbling down the rabbit 
holein this target game with a storybook twist! 

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+   

AIW5193
PACK : 6

Get ready to discover the outdoors 
and be close to nature with this range 
of summer camp inspired games and 
activities. Perfect for young explorers 
and brave adventurers!

STACKING TOWER 
STAND-OFF
Team up for the ultimate battle of the 
blocks!  Players take turns to remove 
their team’s block from the tower and 
place it on the top – but watch out 
for the  hidden challenges!

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+   

OUTDOOR 
GAMES

BACKPACK GAMES
Full of cards, dice, and party 
games, this kit contains hours of fun 
to take on your next family trip!

2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+   

SCG9523
PACK : 3

SCG7932
PACK : 6

ANIMAL RING TOSS

EXPLORER KITGAMES MAT

FOREST SKITTLES
Throw the rings over the brightly 
colored animal posts in this wild 
game of aim!

From the mini magnifying glass 
to the wild activity book, this set 
is the ideal companion for your 
next adventure!

Brilliant for the outdoors, this mat 
is full of games and puzzles for the 
whole family to enjoy. It’s also the 
perfect picnic mat when not playing!

Create your own woodland 
scene, then see how many points 
you can score in this knockout 
game of forest fun!

2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 4+   

1+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+   2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+   

2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 4+   

SCG7934
PACK : 4

SCG7931
PACK : 6

SCG7938
PACK : 4

SCG7937
PACK : 4

OUTDOOR 
ADVENTURE CARDS
Sightseeing and activities to suit 
all environments - from seaside 
escapades to woodland outings. 
Track your progress using the stickers 
and build up your explorer skills!

AGES 6+   

SCG9522
PACK : 12
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I MOUSTACHE YOU 
A QUESTION
Pop on your ‘stache specs and 
answer trivia as you race to grow
the longest moustache!

3-6 PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+   |   25 MINS   

LG4256
PACK : 6

TIN CAN ALLEY
Stack them up, grab the beanbags, and see how many you can 
knock down. Perfect for hours of outdoor entertainment!

2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+   

SCG7936
PACK : 4

LAST 
CHANCE
TO BUY

FESTIVE GAMES DISPLAY
Whether you love festive music, 
movies, or miming, there’s something 
for everyone in this great collection 
of nine different seasonal games! 

2-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+ TO 12+   

FES7305
PACK : 1 (54 IN DISPLAY)

FESTIVE FUN & GAMES FESTIVE BINGO
A big pack of seasonal silliness, 
providing fantastic fun and 
games for the whole family!

Get into the seasonal spirit and 
see who will be the first to get 
five in a row and shout “Baubles!”

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+   3-5 PLAYERS   |   AGES 6+   

THE NUTCRACKERA CHRISTMAS CAROL

96252

This 252-piece double-sided puzzle 
features an illustrated scene on one side 
and an extract from the book on the other.

This 96-piece double-sided puzzle features 
an illustrated scene on one side and an 
extract from the book on the other.

FES4396
PACK : 6

FES4395
PACK : 6

JL7914
PACK : 6

JL5215
PACK : 6

PUZZLE ORNAMENTS DISPLAY
Hang these mini festive puzzles on your 
tree. Who will be first to separate the 
pieces and rebuild one? 
FES7923
PACK : 1 (8 IN DISPLAY)

Perfect for Christmas party entertainment, family games, or as great gifts,
this collection of festive items is just the thing to get you into the holiday spirit!

FESTIVE

ESCAPE FROM THE MALL

ES5231
PACK : 6

Getting locked in the mall may sound like a 
dream, but with the lights out and no one else 
around, things can turn a little creepy! With 
four different challenges to complete, will you 
be able to make it out?

1-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |   45 MINS   

ESCAPE FROM DEAD TOWN

ES5233
PACK : 6

The Outbreak is quickly spreading, one bite 
at a time. Your group of survivors need to 
make it to the evacuation pick-up point 
and escape before you’re all turned into 
drooling, mindless zombies!

1-4 PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |   45 MINS   

ES5230
PACK : 6

ESCAPE FROM THE STARLINE EXPRESS
Young crime reporter Betty Willson must investigate the shocking 
theft of the Black Widow diamond. Can you solve the puzzles in 
each train compartment and find out what other mysteries await 
her on this long, lonely stretch of track?

2+ PLAYERS   |   AGES 12+   |  90 MINS   

PASS THE PASTA
The prepastarous game of collecting 
carbs! Grab matching pasta shapes 
from the grid to make tasty sets in 
this simple yet strategic card game.

2-5 PLAYERS   |   AGES 8+   |   20 MINS   

PPG6910
PACK : 6
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KINFETTI

ANNE 
MCGILVRAY 
& COMPANY

SPECIALTY MARKETING GROUP

TOYSERVICE 
SOUTHWEST SHOWROOMS

DANIEL RICHARDS 
GROUP

KELLEY & 
CREW

HELEN 
KAMINSKI & CO.

JESA TOYS

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

SHOWROOMS

HOW TO ORDER
ANNE MCGILVRAY & COMPANY
Meg Gilmore: Regional Sales Manager
P: 800-527-1462 ext.1
hello@annemcgilvray.com
States covered: California, Nevada, Wyoming, 
Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, 
Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, Missouri, Hawaii 

DANIEL RICHARDS GROUP
P: 404-589-8200
info@danrichgroup.com
States covered: Pennsylvania, Delaware, 
Maryland, DC, Kentucky, Tennessee,  
North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia,  
West Virginia, Mississippi, Alabama,  
Georgia, Florida
As gift reps only:  
Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas

KAREN STAHL
kstahl9837@aol.com
States covered: Select accounts in Upstate 
New York

ANNE MCGILVRAY & 
COMPANY
455 S Grand Central Pkwy.
Suite C-1090
Las Vegas, NV 89106

USA REMIT TO ADDRESS
Professor Puzzle, PO Box 600, 
Grantsville, MD 21536, USA

JESA TOYS
Sandra Russak: Principal
jesatoys@yahoo.com
States covered: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, 
Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Connecticut

KINFETTI 
Lisa Graves: Principal
P: 888-543-5869
info@kinfetti.com
States covered: Washington, Oregon, Idaho, 
Montana, Alaska

TOYSERVICE SW
Alison Stueve: Principal
P. 214-742-8888
F. 214-698-9605
theshowroom@toyserviceinc.com
As toy reps only: Oklahoma, Arkansas,  
Louisiana, Texas

SPECIALTY MARKETING GROUP
Rick Reicher
RReicher@rgmsales.com
States covered: North Dakota, South Dakota, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin

KELLEY & CREW
Amy Kelley: Principal
688 N Milwaukee Ave - Suite 207
Chicago, IL 60642
States covered: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio

MIRACLE DISTRIBUTORS
Anthony Masseria 
P/F: (516) 520-5481 Cell: (347) 325-2758
amasseri@optonline.net
Covered: NYC, Long Island, New Jersey

HELEN KAMINSKI & CO
Helen Kaminski, President
30 Rondout Lane
Accord, NY 12404
Office & Fax: 845-626-0001
hkaminskiandco@gmail.com
States covered:  Upstate New York

KINFETTI 
200 SW Michigan St.
Suite 204
Seattle, WA 98106

TOYSERVICE SW
2050 N Stemmons Frwy.
Suite 8400
Dallas, TX 75207

DANIEL RICHARDS 
GROUP
40 John Portman Blvd.
Suite 1634
Atlanta, GA 30303

1-888-211-9207 ext. 0

orders.us@professorpuzzle.com

KAREN 
STAHL

MIRACLE 
DISTRIBUTORS
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